
Monday Evening Bible Reading Group: Jan 17: Some Notes 

“It’s resurrection, resurrection, always resurrection”.   So, yes, more about Resurrectio9n; 

including the very good advice not to waste time speculating on what it will be like.... 

Though of course there is a very understandable desire to know what it will be like.   We 

don’t even go on a week’s holiday without a certain amount of research into the place we 

will be visiting.    We certainly don’t go for a possibly lifetime job without trying to find out 

as much as possible about the job.   I’m told that people do at least some checking out of a 

potential marriage partner before they sign up to a life-time commitment.   So it really isn’t 

surprising that folk wonder about the life of eternity.   I was going to say that people have 

children without knowing what the children are going to be like; but I guess that potential 

parents hope to have at least some influence on what their children may be like.   Maybe it 

isn’t entirely daft to think that we shall have some influence on our resurrection life.   One 

other, and crucial, point is that we do know a certain amount about the Host, and about thy 

Host’s concern for our welfare.   That must be re-assuring. 

I was struck by the asseri9on that “It was sin that made death so frightening”.   If you look at 

Medieval wall paintings, or read hell fire sermons, you might conclude that the Church has 

been rather prone to use death to make sin frightening.   (It is quite hard to combine “God 

forgives us our sins” with “The wages of sin is death”.    Just as it would be rather tricky to 

conclude School Rules with “You will of course be forgiven”; or to run an effective criminal 

justice system if every adverse jury decision were accompanied by a right of appeal 

guaranteed to reverse the jury’s decision.   Hence the invention of “purgatory” – so you get 

forgiven but you pay a penalty first.)   I guess the nearest we can get to thinking about our 

idea of justice and our idea of mercy is a focus on Jesus on the cross, as against the devil 

with a pitchfork.   The former may be a more effective incentive to be your beast than the 

latter. 

I like the concepts of “the Life kingdom” and “triumphant Life”; and I like the stress on 

“Mystery”.     I’m also taken with the point that it would be hard to look at a tomato see, 

and, without the packet, picture the tomato –plant.   (This is a Message text that you won’t 

find in quite the same words in other versions.) 

Punch line at the end: the right place for a punch line:- “Throw yourself into the work of the 

Master, confident that nothing you do for him is a waste of time or effort.”  (Remember that 

both Paul and Eugene Peterson must have been tempted at times during their ministries to 

think “Why did I bother?” 

Some briefish footnotes might be in order.   I suspect that part of Paul’s emphasis on light 

and glory and fullness of life  stems from the contrast with the Old Testament Sheol: which 

was a place of darkness and semi-existence.   It isn’t agreed what “baptism for the dead” 

means.   It might literally mean a live person being baptised for a dead one, on the basis that 

only baptised people could “enter the kingdom of heaven”.   Some groups today to practice 



vicarious baptism, e.g. a parent for a severely disabled son or daughter.   (I don’t believe 

God checks the paperwork before letting folk in!)   I find it hard to believe, but one 

commentary says that by the age of 65 a person will have had eight new bodies.    (Survival 

of birth marks, for example, suggests to me otherwise.)     The last section refers back to 

Isaiah 25 and Hosea 13. 

        

   


